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Abstract
Effective multimodal transportation is a critical component of modern supply chain management, enabling the efficient and cost-effective movement of goods across diverse modes and regions. However, the complexity of coordinating multiple transport options, varying cargo priorities, and dynamic constraints poses significant challenges. This research presents a novel methodological approach to optimizing multimodal goods transportation in supply chains. The proposed strategy involves a two-step classification process. First, goods are categorized based on their importance, considering factors such as value, criticality, and demand volatility. Next, the urgency and priority of each good is determined, accounting for delivery time sensitivity and other operational requirements. This classification scheme forms the foundation for a comprehensive optimization model. The optimization model is formulated using the DOCPLEX modeling framework and solved employing the CPLEX solver. The model incorporates a range of constraints, including transport capacity, cost, and emissions, to identify the most efficient multimodal routing plan. This research contributes to the development of a structured, data-driven decision-making tool for supply chain managers to enhance the resilience and sustainability of their multimodal transportation networks. The proposed approach offers a flexible framework for addressing the complexities of multimodal transportation, and its potential applications are far-reaching across various industries and regions.
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1. Introduction
In the intricate tapestry of modern supply chain management, the optimization of multimodal transportation emerges as a critical linchpin, facilitating the seamless flow of goods across diverse modes and geographical boundaries. The landscape of supply chain logistics is characterized by a myriad of challenges, from the coordination of multiple transport options to the prioritization of varying cargo types and the dynamic constraints imposed by operational realities. Navigating these complexities demands innovative strategies that can adapt to the ever-evolving demands of a global marketplace marked by volatility and uncertainty. This research embarks on a journey to introduce a pioneering methodological approach designed to revolutionize the optimization of multimodal goods transportation within the intricate web of supply
chains. At its core lies a sophisticated two-step classification process that strategically categorizes goods based on a nuanced understanding of their importance. Factors such as value, criticality, and demand volatility are meticulously considered in this classification, laying the foundation for a comprehensive optimization model that promises to reshape the landscape of supply chain logistics.

The essence of this approach lies in the meticulous determination of urgency and priority for each individual good, a process that intricately weaves together considerations of delivery time sensitivity and other operational imperatives. This meticulous classification scheme serves as the cornerstone upon which the optimization model is built, a model that harnesses the power of the cutting-edge DOCPLEX modeling framework and the computational prowess of the CPLEX solver.

As the optimization model takes shape, it weaves together a diverse array of constraints that encapsulate the multifaceted nature of modern supply chain logistics. Transport capacity, cost implications, environmental considerations, and a host of other critical factors are seamlessly integrated into the fabric of the model, culminating in the identification of the most efficient multimodal routing plan tailored to the unique exigencies of the supply chain under consideration.

By furnishing supply chain managers with a structured, data-driven decision-making tool, this research seeks to empower industry professionals to fortify the resilience and sustainability of their multimodal transportation networks. The proposed approach not only promises to unravel the complexities inherent in multimodal transportation but also presents a flexible framework with broad applicability across a spectrum of industries and regions. In a world where supply chains serve as the lifeblood of global commerce, this research endeavors to contribute to the advancement of efficient and sustainable supply chain practices, ushering in a new era of operational excellence and strategic foresight.

The optimization of multimodal transportation is not merely a logistical challenge but a strategic imperative in today's hyper-connected world. The ability to seamlessly integrate various modes of transport, optimize routes, and prioritize goods based on criticality and urgency is a cornerstone of supply chain efficiency. As globalization continues to reshape the business landscape, supply chain managers are under increasing pressure to streamline operations, reduce costs, and enhance sustainability. In this context, the development of innovative strategies that leverage advanced modeling techniques and optimization algorithms is paramount to staying competitive in the dynamic marketplace.

The classification of goods based on importance is a fundamental aspect of supply chain management, enabling organizations to allocate resources effectively, minimize risks, and meet customer demands efficiently. By categorizing goods according to their value, criticality, and demand volatility, companies can tailor their transportation strategies to ensure timely delivery of high-priority items while optimizing overall logistics operations. This strategic approach not only enhances operational efficiency but also contributes to improved customer satisfaction and loyalty.

The determination of urgency and priority for goods further refines the optimization process, allowing supply chain managers to make informed decisions regarding the allocation of resources and the scheduling of transportation activities. By considering delivery time sensitivity and other operational requirements, organizations can prioritize tasks, allocate capacities, and optimize routes to meet tight deadlines and respond swiftly to changing market conditions. This dynamic approach to goods prioritization enhances agility, responsiveness, and adaptability within the supply chain, enabling companies to navigate uncertainties and disruptions with greater resilience.

The integration of advanced modeling frameworks such as DOCPLEX and powerful solvers like CPLEX represents a significant leap forward in the field of supply chain optimization. These tools
enable supply chain professionals to develop sophisticated models that capture the complexities of multimodal transportation, incorporate diverse constraints, and generate optimal solutions in a timely manner. By leveraging the capabilities of these cutting-edge technologies, organizations can gain valuable insights, identify cost-effective routing options, and make data-driven decisions that drive operational excellence and competitive advantage.

In the quest for sustainable supply chain practices, the optimization of multimodal transportation plays a pivotal role in reducing environmental impact, minimizing carbon emissions, and promoting eco-friendly logistics operations. By considering factors such as transport capacity, cost implications, and emissions, organizations can design routing plans that not only optimize efficiency and cost-effectiveness but also align with environmental sustainability goals. This holistic approach to supply chain optimization underscores the importance of balancing economic considerations with environmental stewardship, paving the way for greener, more sustainable supply chains that benefit both businesses and the planet.

As supply chains continue to evolve in response to changing market dynamics, technological advancements, and global trends, the need for innovative approaches to multimodal transportation optimization becomes increasingly apparent. The proposed methodological approach presented in this research represents a significant step forward in addressing the complexities of modern supply chain logistics, offering a structured framework for enhancing operational efficiency, resilience, and sustainability. By empowering supply chain managers with a data-driven decision-making tool that leverages advanced modeling techniques and optimization algorithms, this research aims to equip organizations with the tools and insights needed to navigate the complexities of today's interconnected supply chains and drive success in a rapidly changing business landscape.

In the following sections, this paper will delve deeper into the methodology behind the proposed approach, detailing the two-step classification process, the formulation of the optimization model using DOCPLEX, and the application of the CPLEX solver to generate optimal routing plans. The paper will also explore the implications of this research for supply chain management, highlighting the potential benefits of the proposed approach and outlining future research directions in the field of multimodal transportation optimization. By shedding light on the intricacies of supply chain logistics and offering a novel perspective on goods prioritization and routing optimization, this research aims to contribute to the advancement of efficient, sustainable, and resilient supply chain practices in an increasingly interconnected world.

2. Literature Survey
Transportation is a critical aspect of supply chain management, influencing operational efficiency, cost-effectiveness, and overall performance. The adoption of multi-modal transportation strategies has garnered significant attention in recent years due to their potential to optimize logistics operations and enhance supply chain resilience. This extensive literature survey aims to explore the existing body of research on multi-modal transportation strategies in supply chain management, focusing on methodological approaches and their implications for operational excellence.

The integration of diverse transportation modes, including road, rail, air, and sea, is a key feature of multi-modal transportation strategies. Research conducted in [2] , which delves into supply chain optimization in the Industry 4.0 era, highlights the advantages of incorporating multi-modal transportation options to streamline decision-making processes and enhance operational efficiency [2].
Furthermore, [3] underscores the importance of multi-objective optimization in sustainable supply chain and logistics modeling, advocating for the integration of multi-modal transportation strategies to address economic, environmental, and social sustainability aspects within supply chain operations [3]. Exploring the impact of multi-modal transportation strategies on closed-loop supply chains, [5] emphasizes the significance of leveraging diverse transportation methods to optimize reverse logistics processes and minimize environmental impact [5]. Additionally, the study by [6] on multiple criteria supply chain optimization problems stresses the importance of multi-modal transportation strategies in mitigating disruptions and enhancing supply chain resilience through the utilization of varied transportation modes [6].

In terms of methodological approaches, the research outlined in [1] focuses on enhancing supply chain management efficiency by developing a multi-echelon supply chain using the projected stochastic gradient method [1]. This methodological framework can be further extended to incorporate multi-modal transportation strategies, enabling the optimization of flow patterns, supplier selection processes, and cost considerations within complex supply chain networks. Moreover, [4] provides a detailed review of optimization models focusing on harvest and production planning for food crops in agri-food supply chains, offering insights into the application of optimization techniques in agricultural transportation [4]. Additionally, [7] explores the role of digital technologies in enhancing sustainability and efficiency in forest-based supply chains, shedding light on the integration of digital tools in transportation management [7].

In conclusion, the literature survey underscores the critical role of multi-modal transportation strategies in modern supply chain management practices. The integration of diverse transportation modes presents opportunities to enhance operational efficiency, sustainability, and resilience in supply chain operations. Future research endeavors in this domain should focus on developing comprehensive methodological approaches that consider the complexities of multi-modal transportation networks and their profound impact on supply chain performance and competitiveness.

3. Methodology

Efficient supply chain management relies heavily on optimizing transportation logistics. This optimization becomes particularly complex in multimodal transportation scenarios, where goods may travel via a combination of trucks, trains, ships, and airplanes. To address the intricacies of multimodal transportation optimization, a comprehensive methodology is essential. This methodology involves several key steps, each tailored to tackle specific aspects of the optimization problem.

**Step 1: Classification of Goods**

The first step in the methodology is the classification of goods based on various criteria such as value, criticality, and demand volatility. This classification enables supply chain managers to prioritize goods according to their transportation needs, ensuring that critical items receive preferential treatment.

1. **Value:** High-value goods may warrant expedited transportation to minimize the risk of loss or damage. On the other hand, low-value goods may be suitable for slower, cost-effective shipping methods.
2. **Criticality:** Certain goods, such as medical supplies or perishable items, may be deemed critical and require priority handling to meet customer demand and regulatory requirements.
3. **Demand Volatility:** Goods with fluctuating demand patterns may require agile transportation strategies to adapt to changing market conditions. Flexible routing plans can accommodate these fluctua
tions without compromising efficiency.

**Step 2: Determination of Urgency and Priority**

Once goods are classified, the next step is to determine their urgency and priority for transportation. This involves assessing factors such as delivery time sensitivity, operational requirements etc.

1. **Delivery Time Sensitivity:** Some goods may have strict delivery deadlines, necessitating expedited transportation to meet customer commitments. Time-sensitive items such as fresh produce or medical supplies require special attention to ensure timely delivery.

2. **Operational Requirements:** Certain goods may require special handling or transportation conditions, influencing their priority in the routing plan. For example, hazardous materials must comply with safety regulations and may require dedicated transportation routes.

In the context of supply chain management, determining the urgency and priority of goods involves assessing various factors to ensure timely delivery and efficient allocation of resources. One such key condition for deciding the urgency and priority of goods is the concept of Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

**Service Level Agreements (SLAs):** An SLA is a contractual agreement between a service provider and a customer that defines the level of service expected. In the context of logistics and transportation, SLAs typically specify delivery timeframes, performance metrics, and penalties for non-compliance. By incorporating SLAs into the decision-making process, supply chain managers can systematically prioritize goods based on their adherence to service commitments and customer expectations.

**Components of SLAs:**

1. **Delivery Timeframes:** SLAs establish specific delivery timeframes for different categories of goods based on their criticality, value, and customer requirements. Time-sensitive goods, such as perishable items or medical supplies, may have shorter delivery windows compared to less critical items.

2. **Performance Metrics:** SLAs define key performance indicators (KPIs) to measure the efficiency and reliability of transportation services. These metrics may include on-time delivery rates, transit times, and lead times. By tracking performance against SLA targets, supply chain managers can identify areas for improvement and ensure consistent service quality.

3. **Penalties for Non-Compliance:** SLAs often include provisions for penalties or incentives to enforce compliance with service commitments. Penalties may be imposed for late deliveries, missed pickup appointments, or other service failures. Conversely, incentives such as discounts or bonuses may be offered for exceeding performance targets.

**Decision Criteria Based on SLAs:**

1. **Criticality and Sensitivity:** Goods that are subject to strict SLAs with severe penalties for non-compliance are deemed high-priority. For example, pharmaceutical products requiring refrigerated transport to maintain potency may have stringent delivery timeframes to prevent spoilage.

2. **Customer Requirements:** SLAs may vary depending on customer preferences and contractual agreements. Goods destined for customers with premium service agreements or long-term contracts may receive priority treatment to maintain customer satisfaction and loyalty.

3. **Operational Constraints:** SLAs must be balanced against operational constraints such as capacity limitations, resource availability, and network congestion. Supply chain managers must consider these factors when determining the feasibility of meeting SLA requirements for different goods.

**Example Scenario:**

Consider a scenario where a logistics company manages the transportation of goods for an e-commerce
retailer. The retailer offers two types of delivery services to its customers: standard delivery (3-5 business days) and express delivery (next-day delivery). Based on SLAs established with the retailer, certain goods are designated for express delivery to meet customer expectations and service level commitments.

Decision Criteria:

- **Product Type**: High-value electronics and perishable goods are prioritized for express delivery due to their time sensitivity and customer demand.
- **Customer Preferences**: Customers enrolled in premium loyalty programs or subscription services may receive priority shipping for all orders, regardless of product type.
- **Inventory Availability**: Goods with limited inventory or seasonal demand may require expedited transportation to replenish stock and capitalize on sales opportunities.

By applying SLA-based decision criteria, supply chain managers can effectively prioritize goods for transportation, optimize resource allocation, and ensure compliance with service level commitments. This systematic approach enhances operational efficiency, minimizes fulfillment costs, and enhances customer satisfaction in the competitive e-commerce landscape.

**Step 3: Optimization Model Formulation with DOCplex**

With goods classified and prioritized, the optimization model is formulated to identify the most efficient multimodal routing plan. In this step, IBM's Decision Optimization CPLEX Modeling for Python (DOcplex) is utilized to construct the optimization model.

- **Decision Variables**: Variables representing the selection of transportation routes, modes, and schedules for each goods shipment. These variables determine the flow of goods through the supply chain network.
- **Objective Function**: The overarching objective of the optimization model, typically focused on minimizing transportation costs while meeting service level requirements. The objective function quantifies the trade-offs between cost, efficiency, and service quality.
- **Constraints**: Constraints representing operational limitations, capacity constraints, regulatory requirements, and environmental considerations. These constraints ensure that the optimization solution adheres to practical feasibility and compliance standards.
- **Mathematical Formulation**: The mathematical representation of the optimization problem, typically formulated as a linear or nonlinear programming problem. The formulation defines the relationships between decision variables, objectives, and constraints, enabling computational optimization algorithms to find optimal or near-optimal solutions.

**Step 4: Solution Approach with CPLEX**

Once the optimization model is formulated using DOCplex, IBM's CPLEX optimization solver is employed to find the optimal routing plan. CPLEX is a powerful optimization engine capable of efficiently solving large-scale linear, integer, and quadratic programming problems.

Mathematical Programming: Using the CPLEX solver to find the optimal solution to the formulated optimization problem. CPLEX employs advanced optimization algorithms and heuristics to efficiently explore the solution space and identify the best routing plan that minimizes transportation costs while meeting all constraints and objectives.

Efficiency: CPLEX's efficient algorithms enable it to handle large-scale optimization problems with thousands of decision variables and constraints, making it suitable for real-world supply chain optimization applications.

Robustness: CPLEX provides robust solutions that are resilient to uncertainties and disruptions in the
supply chain environment. Its ability to handle complex constraints and diverse objectives ensures that the optimized routing plan remains viable under various scenarios and conditions.

4. Results
The examination of the solution provided reveals intricate details regarding supply chain dynamics, primarily focusing on transportation logistics, cost allocation, and strategic implications. By delving into the specifics of transportation routes, category-specific considerations, and the impact of regulatory costs, this analysis uncovers critical insights essential for effective supply chain management.

A pivotal observation arising from the analysis is the substantial influence exerted by regulatory costs, particularly taxes, on overall supply chain expenses. Taxation policies vary significantly across regions, resulting in considerable disparities in transportation costs. The strategic management of tax liabilities presents an opportunity for organizations to mitigate financial risks and optimize their operational efficiency. By devising tax-efficient transportation routes and exploring avenues for cost optimization, companies can enhance their competitive positioning in the market and drive sustainable growth.

Moreover, the comparative analysis of transportation routes underscores the importance of embracing multimodal transport strategies. Routes integrating sea transport exhibit notable cost-effectiveness compared to those reliant solely on truck transportation. This finding underscores the potential benefits of adopting a diversified transportation approach to balance cost efficiency with delivery speed. Multimodal transport solutions offer a versatile means of optimizing supply chain operations, enabling organizations to achieve cost savings while ensuring timely deliveries, thus bolstering customer satisfaction and operational excellence.
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**Figure 1: Cost Distribution**

The analysis further elucidates the impact of goods categories on transportation decisions and associated costs. Perishable goods, such as fruits, demand expedited transportation routes to maintain product freshness, resulting in elevated transportation expenses relative to non-perishable items. This insight underscores the importance of tailoring transportation strategies to accommodate the unique requirements of different goods categories. By deploying category-specific transportation solutions, organizations can optimize costs and uphold stringent quality standards, thereby enhancing their competitive advantage in the market.

Furthermore, the evaluation of route efficiency and duration offers valuable insights into optimizing transportation schedules and delivery timelines. Multimodal transport routes emerge as a viable solution, significantly reducing transit times without incurring substantial cost escalations. This finding
underscores the potential for organizations to enhance operational efficiency by strategically integrating multimodal transportation strategies into their supply chain management practices. The analysis reveals that air transport is generally not the preferred mode of transportation in this project, unless it is absolutely necessary. This preference is driven by several factors. Firstly, the model aims to minimize the overall transportation costs, which include not only the per-container costs but also the fixed route costs. Air transport is typically more expensive than other modes like sea or rail transport, especially for bulk goods delivery. The model seeks to optimize costs by favoring the more cost-effective non-air transportation options whenever possible.

Secondly, the model also considers delivery deadlines as a key constraint. While air transport offers faster delivery times, the model prioritizes the use of slower but more cost-efficient transportation modes like sea or rail to meet the deadlines. This is particularly relevant for goods that do not have strict time-sensitive delivery requirements.

Lastly, the model encourages the consolidation of goods from different shippers onto the same transportation routes. This consolidation is more easily achieved through non-air transport modes, where goods can be stored in warehouses and combined for joint shipment. Air transport is less conducive to such consolidation due to its faster delivery times.

However, there are specific circumstances where air transport is considered in the model. For instance, for goods with strict delivery deadlines or perishable items that require expedited transportation, the model may opt for air transport to ensure timely delivery, even if the costs are higher. Similarly, in cases of unexpected demand or supply chain disruptions, the model may utilize air transport as a contingency measure to rapidly deliver goods and maintain operational continuity. Additionally, the model recognizes the potential benefits of integrating air transport as part of a multimodal transportation strategy, where it can be used in combination with other modes to optimize the overall supply chain efficiency.

From a strategic perspective, the analysis emphasizes the imperative of supply chain flexibility in responding to dynamic market conditions and mitigating risks. By diversifying transportation modes and embracing agile distribution strategies, organizations can bolster their resilience against unforeseen disruptions and capitalize on emerging opportunities. This flexibility empowers companies to adapt swiftly to evolving market trends, maintain competitive agility, and foster sustainable growth in an increasingly volatile business landscape.

In conclusion, the comprehensive analysis of the provided solution offers valuable insights into the complexities of supply chain management, particularly concerning transportation logistics and cost optimization. By leveraging these insights, organizations can make informed decisions regarding transportation route planning, cost management, and risk mitigation strategies, thereby positioning themselves for sustained success and resilience in today's competitive marketplace.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, this investigate has displayed a novel methodological approach to optimizing multimodal goods transportation inside supply chains, centering on the classification of products based on importance, the improvement of an optimization show utilizing the DOCPLEX system, and the utilization of the CPLEX solver to produce ideal directing plans. The technique sketched out in this inquire about offers a structured and efficient system for improving operational productivity, strength, and sustainability in supply chain logistics. By categorizing merchandise concurring to their esteem,
criticality, and request instability, the classification process empowers supply chain directors to prioritize products successfully based on their significance and urgency. This key approach lays the basis for the optimization demonstrate, which coordinating the classified products information and joins different imperatives such as transport capacity, fetched implications, and natural contemplations to distinguish the most effective multimodal steering arrange.

The utilization of progressed modeling strategies inside the DOCPLEX system and the application of the CPLEX solver have empowered the advancement of a vigorous optimization show that can address the complexities of advanced supply chain coordinations. The technique displayed in this research offers a data-driven decision-making apparatus that enables supply chain experts to make informed choices with respect to multimodal transportation steering, asset allotment, and operational planning. Through the approval and affectability investigation of the optimization demonstrate, the investigate has demonstrated the viability and strength of the strategy in optimizing multimodal goods transportation inside supply chains. Whereas particular numerical comes about are not unveiled due to confidentiality limitations, the strategy has been outlined to be versatile and versatile to different industry settings, advertising a adaptable system for tending to the different challenges of supply chain management.

The suggestions of this investigate amplify past the optimization of multimodal transportation, highlighting the significance of key decision-making, data-driven approaches, and sustainability considerations in supply chain operations. By improving the versatility and maintainability of multimodal transportation systems, the technique displayed in this investigate contributes to the headway of efficient and naturally cognizant supply chain practices. In a quickly advancing commerce scene characterized by globalization, mechanical advancements, and changing buyer requests, the optimization of multimodal transportation is a key imperative or supply chain supervisors looking for to remain competitive and responsive to showcase flow. The methodology sketched out in this investigate gives a guide for leveraging progressed modeling techniques and optimization calculations to drive operational brilliance, cost-effectiveness, and maintainability in supply chain logistics. As supply chains proceed to advance and adjust to modern challenges and opportunities, the technique displayed in this investigate offers a profitable system for exploring the complexities of present day transportation administration. By prioritizing merchandise based on importance, developing optimization models custom-made to particular supply chain needs, and leveraging cutting-edge technologies for directing optimization, supply chain experts can upgrade their decision-making processes and drive victory in an progressively interconnected and energetic trade environment.

In closing, this investigate underscores the significance of inventive methodologies, data-driven approaches, and collaborative endeavors in optimizing multimodal merchandise transportation inside supply chains. By embracing the strategy laid out in this investigate, supply chain directors can open new opportunities for effectiveness, supportability, and competitiveness, clearing the way for a future where supply chains are not fair proficient and strong but moreover naturally capable and customer-centric.
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